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Abstract: Drought is a natural disaster that occurs globally and can damage the environment, disrupt
agricultural production and cause large economic losses. The accurate prediction of drought can
effectively reduce the impacts of droughts. Deep learning methods have shown promise in drought
prediction, with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) being particularly effective in handling
spatial information. In this study, we employed a deep learning approach to predict drought in the
Fenhe River (FHR) basin, taking into account the meteorological conditions of surrounding regions.
We used the daily SAPEI (Standardized Antecedent Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index) as the
drought evaluation index. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of the CNN model in predicting
drought events 1~10 days in advance. We evaluated the predictions made by the model; the average
Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) between the predicted and true values for the next 10 days was
0.71. While the prediction accuracy slightly decreased with longer prediction lengths, the model
remained stable and effective in predicting heavy drought events that are typically difficult to predict.
Additionally, key meteorological variables for drought predictions were identified, and we found
that training the CNN model with these key variables led to higher prediction accuracy than training
it with all variables. This study approves an effective deep learning approach for daily drought
prediction, particularly when considering the meteorological conditions of surrounding regions.

Keywords: drought; prediction; deep learning; CNN

1. Introduction

Drought, which has been exacerbated by climate change, is currently one of the most
complex natural disasters with a significant global impact [1–4]. Climate change has led to
rising global temperatures and decreasing precipitation, resulting in drought as a major
natural disaster worldwide. Prolonged droughts can make soil moisture deficient, which
in turn seriously threatens food security [5]. China has been significantly impacted by
drought, with increasing losses threatening agricultural production and socio-economic
development [6–9]. The Huang–Huai–Hai River (HHH) basin, in particular, is vulnerable
to drought due to the combined effects of climate change and human activities [10,11].

The early warning and accurate assessment of drought is crucial for the effective
mitigation of its damage [12,13]. Various methods have been developed for drought
prediction, including traditional and machine learning-based approaches. Early approaches
include Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and Multiplicative Seasonal
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Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA), which are good at dealing with
more complex time series problems and can take seasonal factors into account when making
drought predictions [14]. Li et al. [15] developed a physical–empirical prediction model
for predicting drought in northeastern China. However, due to the limitation of computer
performance, the prediction accuracy obtained by previous methods is generally low.

In recent years, there has been a surge in the development of machine learning-based
drought prediction models, resulting in a significant improvement in their predictive ac-
curacy [16]. Feng et al. [17] used three machine learning methods, namely bias-corrected
random forest (BRF), support vector machine (SVM), and the multi-layer perceptron neural
network (MLP), to monitor drought, in which BRF outperformed the other two models
in terms of prediction. The method was later used by Nie et al. [18] to assess soil mois-
ture, which is also one of the important factors affecting drought. Drought is a complex
phenomenon influenced by various factors, and its non-linear characteristics make it chal-
lenging to predict accurately [19]. Neural networks do not rely on the mutual independence
of variables; deep learning methods can effectively learn the complex features in drought
and are an effective tool for drought prediction [20]. There has been a great deal of research
showing that deep learning has gained good performance in the field of prediction [21,22].
Agana et al. [23] used the Deep Belief Network to make long-term predictions about
drought, and they found that this method is better than the traditional MLP method and
SVM method in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MSE).
Mokhtar et al. [24] used random forest (RF), extreme gradient boosting (XGB), the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), and long short-term memory (LSTM) to analyze drought on
the eastern edge of the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, obtaining favorable results. However, most
drought predictions have focused on time series and ignored spatial scale impacts [25,26].
Droughts in a particular region are often influenced not only by local factors but also by
climate conditions in distant areas. For instance, evaporation and precipitation are key
components of the water cycle system, and some of the evaporated water can travel over
long distances before it condenses into precipitation, affecting regions located hundreds of
kilometers away [27,28]. Ham et al. [29] utilized the CNN for the long-term prediction of
El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and later optimized the method [30]. Their study
aimed to predict Nino3.4, incorporating a broad range of spatial data during training to
consider the influence of various regions on ENSO events.

As a complex natural disaster, it is difficult for a definition of drought to be unani-
mously accepted by the public due to the many factors affecting drought. Consequently,
various drought indices have been developed, each with its own advantages and disad-
vantages [31]. The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) [32] is one of the classic drought
indices, and many studies have used self-calibrating PDSI (scPDSI) for drought assess-
ment [33]. There are also other drought indices, such as the standardized precipitation
index (SPI) [34] and the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) [35].
The SPEI is based on a water balance; related studies also showed that the SPEI can better
reveal drought conditions in China [36]. Short-term drought prediction remains a chal-
lenging task [12], and early warnings for flash droughts are essential in the short term [37].
A new index called the Standardized Antecedent Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index
(SAPEI) has been proposed; it utilizes precipitation and potential evapotranspiration and
represents the surplus or deficit of surface water. The daily scale SAPEI helps authorities to
make early and timely warnings [38].

Drought prediction is essential to effectively mitigate the impacts of drought [39].
However, existing drought prediction methods have generally performed well on monthly
or longer time scales, while our study aimed to predict drought on a daily scale. Short-term
drought is more difficult to predict than long-term drought, mainly because short-term
meteorological and hydrological processes are relatively complex. Besides precipitation,
temperature, and potential evapotranspiration, other variables will have a significant
impact on short-term drought [12,40]. The prediction of drought in this study is not
limited to the effect of a single meteorological factor on the time series; the method is
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a multivariate prediction that takes into account the effect of spatial extent. This also
enhances the reliability of the findings. Deep learning methods can effectively learn the
characteristics of different meteorological elements and greatly improve the prediction
accuracy. The aim of our study is to make a daily prediction of the drought climate in a
particular basin. The SAPEI data and an all-season CNN (A_CNN) model [30] are used for
daily drought prediction at different time leads. Experiments are conducted in the Fenhe
River (FHR) basin, which is a sub-basin in the middle of the HHH basin. The spatially
averaged SAPEI of the FHR basin is predicted. More importantly, the spatially explicit
meteorological conditions of the HHH basin are used as CNN model inputs to consider
the impacts of surrounding regions. Here, we summarize the innovation of the research.
Firstly, daily-scale drought prediction can provide timely and effective early warnings
for droughts. Secondly, our experiment uses less training data to obtain better prediction
results, and training on key variables affecting drought helps to improve the prediction
accuracy. Thirdly, the drought prediction of the FHR basin has taken into account the
influence of the surrounding environment, which makes the prediction more scientific
and reliable.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The Fenhe River is the second largest tributary of the Yellow River, with a basin area
of 39,741 km2 [41]. It is an important ecological function area with high population density
and a developed agricultural economy. It appears to be a highly drought-prone area in the
warming climate. The HHH basin (95◦~123◦ E, 30◦~43◦ N) is located in the eastern part of
China. It consists of three basins, namely the Yellow River Basin, the Huaihe River Basin,
and the Haihe River Basin. The HHH basin covers an area of 1.433 × 106 km2 and is a
relatively developed economic region in China. However, climate change is more frequent
in this region, and there is also a high incidence of meteorological disasters [42,43]. It is
particularly vulnerable to extreme droughts with significant impacts [44–46].

This experiment used data from the HHH basin to train the model and then predicted
the drought conditions in the FHR basin for the next ten days. Figure 1 shows the location
of the study area.
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2.2. Datasets

Interpolated meteorological data are used in this study, and the variables are shown
in Table 1. These data were developed by interpolating observations from more than
2400 ground-based meteorological stations in China [47]. Our study used data from 1961 to
2020; all variables were based on daily data with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦. Since
atmospheric stress on evapotranspiration is an essential factor of land drought, we further
calculated daily potential evapotranspiration (PET) and vapor pressure deficit (VPD) from
interpolated daily observations, which were then used as inputs of the model [35,38,48].

Table 1. Meteorological variables used in this study.

Variables Unit

precipitation (PRE) mm
relative humidity --

wind velocity m/s
mean temperature ◦C
max temperature ◦C
min temperature ◦C

sunshine duration h
potential evapotranspiration (PET) mm

vapor pressure deficit (VPD) kPa
SAPEI --

We used the data from 1961 to 2000 as a training set and those from 2001 to 2010 as a
validation set. And we used data from 2011 to 2020 to evaluate the model’s performance.
The ratio of the training set, validation set, and test set was 4:1:1. For network prediction,
the data of the previous 30 days were used to forecast drought conditions in the FHR basin
for the next 10 days, resulting in a total of 14,461 training samples, and both the validation
set and the test set contained 3611 samples each. To accelerate the model convergence,
we standardized the data pixel-wisely using Equation (1). X*t indicates the value after
standardization at time t.

X∗
t =

Xt − Xmin

Xmax − Xmin (1)

where Xt denotes the grid value for a day at a certain latitude and longitude, Xmin denotes
the minimum value on the corresponding latitude and longitude time series, and Xmax

denotes the maximum value on the corresponding latitude and longitude time series.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. SAPEI Calculation

The daily SAPEI was used as a measure of drought in the FHR basin [38]. The calcula-
tion of the SAPEI requires the construction of the daily difference between precipitation
(PRE) and PET, which can be estimated by Equation (2). The Penman–Monteith method
was used to estimate PET, which has a more physical basis than other methods [49].

D =
N

∑
n=0

an(PRE − PET)n (2)

aN = c (3)

In Equation (2), D indicates the daily difference between PRE and PET, a is the attenu-
ation constant, N is the number of days ahead, and c is the fraction of contribution of the
last day of precipitation. Based on previous studies [38,50], a = 0.98 and c = 13%, resulting
in N = 100. After that, we could obtain the SAPEI based on the sequence D [35,51].

The SAPEI values were divided into nine classes, namely extreme wet, severe wet,
moderate wet, mild wet, normal, mild drought, moderate drought, severe drought, and
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extreme drought, as detailed in Table 2 [52]. We calculated the cumulative probability
of the SAPEI in the test set in order to facilitate the evaluation of the forecast results at a
later stage.

Table 2. Different categories of SAPEI.

Threshold Value of SAPEI Grade Name Cumulative Probability (%)

SAPEI > 2.0 Extremely wet 0.64
1.5 < SAPEI ≤ 2.0 Severe wet 5.61
1.0 < SAPEI ≤ 1.5 Moderate wet 11.50
0.5 < SAPEI ≤ 1.0 Mild wet 20.50
−0.5 < SAPEI ≤ 0.5 Normal 45.03
−1.0 < SAPEI ≤ −0.5 Mild drought 11.81
−1.5 < SAPEI ≤ −1.0 Moderate drought 4.13
−2.0 < SAPEI ≤ −1.5 Severe drought 0.78

SAPEI ≤ −2.0 Extremely drought 0

2.3.2. The A_CNN Model

The A_CNN model was used to predict the daily SAPEI [30]. This model combines
the advantages of the CNN in spatial information processing, comprehensively considers
the influence of the surrounding climate environment on the FHR basin, and learns the
characteristics of continuous changes in drought in different seasons. It contains three con-
volutional layers. After convolutional layer1 and layer2, a max pooling layer is connected,
and the three convolution layers are followed by two fully connected layers (as shown
in Figure 2). We set a fixed time step p for the historical data X = {xt, xt−1, . . ., xt−p} as
input time series, where xt is the value of the variable at time t. The model output was a
time series Y with length q, Y = {xt+1, xt+2, . . ., xt+q}. For defining p and q, we needed to
pay attention to the periodic characteristics of the original data, so we set the time step
to one month (30 days), and the output time of the model was 10 days. In our study, the
input data were the spatio-temporal cubes of two sets of variables at time t − 30 to t − 1,
and the output was the average value of the SAPEI index of the FHR basin from t + 0 to
t + 10 days. M denotes the number of convolutional kernels (the value is 10), and N denotes
the number of nodes in the FC layer (the value is 50). It is worth noting that our inputs
were multiple spatio-temporal datasets with a spatial range of (95◦~123◦ E, 30◦~43◦ N),
which was different from the traditional multivariate time series forecasting. The SAPEI
index of the FHR basin was spatially averaged to show the basin-scale drought, which was
used as the output of the model.
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and the red wavy line indicates the SAPEI value.

In the training process, the convolutional kernel size was set to 8 × 4 in the first
convolutional layer and to 4 × 2 in the last two convolutional layers. The number of epochs
was 100, with each epoch containing 56 iterations, and the Adam optimizer was used. The
hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) was used for the activation function, and the learning
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rate of training was fixed at 0.0005. The output shapes of each layer in the model are
summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Output shape for each layer of the model.

Layer Output Shape

input layer 56 × 28 × 120
convolutional layer1 56 × 28 × 10

max pool 28 × 14 × 10
convolutional layer2 28 × 14 × 10

max pool 14 × 7 × 10
convolutional layer3 14 × 7 × 10

dense1 50
dense2 50

output layer 10

PRE, PET, and VPD play a crucial role in the water cycle and have significant impacts
on the variability in drought levels in a region [53–55]. VPD is mainly expressed as the
difference between the water vapor pressure at saturation and the actual water vapor
pressure at a certain temperature [48,56]. To improve the prediction accuracy and speed
up the convergence of the model, we designed two sets of experiments for comparison. In
the first experiment, the SAPEI and three important variables affecting drought (PRE, PET,
VPD) were used as input variables, which we named EXP4. In the second experiment, we
took all meteorological variables as input (as shown in Table 1), which we named EXP10.
We wanted to explore whether we could improve the prediction accuracy by capturing the
key factors affecting drought.

2.3.3. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the model performance, the mean squared error (MSE) was used as the
loss function; the mean absolute error (MAE), BIAS, Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), Kling–
Gupta efficiency (KGE), and the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) were also calculated
for the test set. To minimize the impact of RMSE deviations, we employed the unbiased
root mean square difference (ubRMSD) metric, which combines R and standard deviation
(Std) to evaluate the effect of EXP4 and EXP10. The calculation of the evaluation metrics is
summarized as follows:

MSE(y, y′) = ∑n
i=1 (yi − yi

′)2

n
(4)

MAE(y, y′) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣yi − yi
′∣∣ (5)

BIAS =
∑n

i=1 (yi
′ − yi)

n
(6)

R(y, y′) =
Cov(y, y′)√

Var(y)Var(y′)
(7)

NSE(y, y′) = 1 − ∑n
i=1 (yi

′ − yi)
2

∑n
i=1 (yi − y)2 (8)

KGE(y, y′) = 1 −
√
(R − 1)2 + (α − 1)2 + (β − 1)2 (9)

RMSD =
√

MSE (10)

ubRMSD =
√

RMSD2 − BIAS2 (11)

In Equations (4)–(9), yi denotes the value of SAPEI on day i, yi
′ denotes the predicted

value, α denotes the ratio between the Std of predicted results and the Std of true values,
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and β denotes the ratio between the mean of predicted results and the mean of true values.
Var(y) and Var(y′) mean the variance in the observations and predictions, and Cov(y,y′) is
their covariance.

3. Results
3.1. Identifying Key Variables to Enhance Prediction Accuracy

In this experiment, the SAPEI was predicted for the next 10 days in the FHR basin.
Non-meteorological parameters such as the SAPEI were calculated in our study; we re-
moved non-meteorological parameters and trained the model, which we named EXP7.
Table 4 shows the prediction results for all parameters (EXP10) and the removal of non-
meteorological parameters (EXP7). We show the predictions for days 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, and
the five prediction lengths are denoted as PL1, PL3, PL5, PL7, and PL9. When we remove
the non-meteorological parameters, the model’s prediction results significantly deteriorate
and become inaccurate. A higher R and lower MSE indicate a better prediction effect. The
R value for the predicted results of EXP7, as shown in Table 4, is significantly lower than
that of EXP10, while the MSE is noticeably higher than that of EXP10. Non-meteorological
parameters play a crucial role in the prediction process. Therefore, we chose to include
non-meteorological parameters in both sets of comparative experiments.

Table 4. Comparison of results for different prediction lengths.

PL1 PL3 PL5 PL7 PL9

EXP7
MSE 0.413 0.498 0.503 0.703 0.648

R 0.695 0.693 0.673 0.631 0.588

EXP10
MSE 0.100 0.193 0.273 0.310 0.411

R 0.926 0.883 0.838 0.795 0.740

We compared the predictions on day 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 from two experiments. A
Taylor diagram is used to compare the evaluation metrics between predicted and actual
values. Figure 3 displays the training results obtained using two experiments for different
prediction lengths (indicated by colors). The R values range from 0.8 to 0.96, indicating that
both experiments have achieved good results for different prediction lengths. However,
upon comparison, it was concluded that the results obtained by training with EXP4 were
significantly better than EXP10. This is evident in the distribution of the squares, which
is consistently below the circles of the same color, indicating a higher correlation than
the results obtained by training with all variables. In addition, the ubRMSD of EXP4 is
significantly lower than EXP10, which shows that for different prediction lengths, EXP4
gives better results than EXP10. The Std in the Taylor diagram is the ratio value between
the Std of predicted data from the model and true values. The ratio closer to 1 indicates
the better prediction of results. As can be seen from the Taylor diagram, for a prediction
length of 3, EXP10 is slightly better than EXP4. However, EXP4 outperforms EXP10 in the
rest of the predicted lengths. Combining the three evaluation metrics, EXP4 achieves a
better performance. To verify this conclusion, the test set samples of the two experiments
were stitched together, and the MSE was calculated for predicting day one to day ten,
respectively. The mean of the ten-day prediction MSE reached 0.169 for the EXP4 and only
0.272 for the mean of the EXP10, which further confirms the previous conclusion.

While deep learning methods often require a substantial amount of data to produce
optimal results, the size of the dataset does not always guarantee improved performance.
The properties of the data and the model itself can significantly impact the training outcome,
and it is essential to evaluate them within the context of the specific experiment. In our
experiment, we obtained favorable outcomes for EXP4. By focusing on the important
variables, the model could more easily discern the time series’ characteristics. Furthermore,
increasing the data quantity did not improve the results, so we mainly present the EXP4
findings in the following section.
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Coefficient (alternating lines and dots), and ubRMSD (dashed).

The MAE is commonly used to assess the deviation between the predicted and actual
SAPEI values; it is calculated in a way that avoids the influence of some extreme values
on the overall results, making the results more stable [57–59]. Figure 4 shows that the
MAE of the test set gradually rises as the prediction length increases. The MAE for each
prediction length is shown as a red line, and the shaded area indicates the standard
deviation. Although the effect becomes progressively worse as the prediction length
increases, the MAE for the next ten-day forecast of the FHR basin remains stable below 0.4,
indicating that the model’s performance is generally relatively consistent.
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This study also applied the NSE and KGE to evaluate the model’s predictions; Table 5
shows the different evaluation metrics of the model in the test set. It can be seen from
Table 5 that the model’s predictions are more accurate when the prediction length is 1 day
(PL1) or 3 days (PL3). However, the model’s predictions deteriorate when the prediction
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length increases. When the prediction length changes to 9 days (PL9), the R of the predicted
results is acceptable, and in terms of the KGE, the model does not give accurate predictions.

Table 5. Evaluation metrics for models with different prediction lengths.

Prediction Length NSE KGE MSE R

PL1 0.922 0.875 0.046 0.961
PL3 0.845 0.757 0.091 0.923
PL5 0.736 0.522 0.154 0.877
PL7 0.637 0.438 0.212 0.830
PL9 0.508 0.122 0.286 0.793

In order to provide a more intuitive representation of the model’s prediction perfor-
mance, we extracted the prediction results on days 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 for the test set samples
and plotted time series graphs for comparison. Figure 5 displays the time series of predicted
values and true values from 2011 to 2020. The true value is represented by the black line,
which is the SAPEI calculated from meteorological data. The other five colors correspond
to the five different prediction lengths. For each predicted time series, we calculated the
R and MSE. The model performed the best in predicting the next day, with an R of 0.96.
As the prediction time increased, the effect of model deteriorated slightly, but the overall
performance remained relatively stable. Severe drought events were defined as SAPEI
values below −1.5, which are represented by a black dashed line in the figure. Although
the frequency of severe drought events in the FHR basin was low over the past decade, the
model accurately predicted them. Additionally, the model showed promising performance
in predicting gradual climate changes from wet to drought conditions.
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Figure 5. The true and predicted SAPEI values; five different prediction lengths were selected for
presentation. The black line indicates true SAPEI values, and the other colored lines indicate 1-day,
3-day, 5-day, 7-day, and 9-day predictions, respectively. The dotted line indicates a SAPEI value of
−1.5, beyond which, it is a severe drought.

Then, the prediction performances of different SAPEI categories as listed in Table 2
were evaluated using the ten-year test dataset spanning from 2011 to 2020 (as shown in
Figure 6). Clearly, the prediction bias increased for SAPEI extremes with increasing predic-
tion lengths. From a model training perspective, this is not unexpected since the SAPEI has
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fewer extreme samples, making it difficult for the model to learn their features, leading to
relatively poor prediction skills. It is striking to find that the used model overestimated
the drought conditions and underestimated the wet conditions. The prediction biases
of drought events are relatively smaller than those of wet events, indicating the better
performance of the used model for drought prediction.
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3.2. Predicting Severe Drought

We used a case of severe drought to evaluate the model performance. In early 2019,
there was high temperature with significant precipitation deficit in the HHH region, leading
to a severe drought. Such a drought event is reflected in the SAPEI data, and thus, we
used it for the case study. In Figure 7a, 1-day, 3-day, 5-day, 7-day, and 9-day predictions
against the realistic SAPEI values are shown. There was significant precipitation deficit in
March, and PET was increasing due to high temperature, which caused a decreasing SAPEI
and thus a severe drought. In April, several precipitation events alleviated the drought. It
appears that the basin-scale severe drought event was well predicted by the used model,
especially when short prediction lengths were used, suggesting the model’s credibility in
the prediction of extreme events.
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4. Discussion

In this study, the SAEPI was selected as a drought index to assess drought conditions in
the FHR basin. We used a deep learning approach to predict the next 10 days of drought in
the FHR basin. Overall, the predictions of the model are accurate. As shown in Figure 5, the
model’s R reaches 0.79 even when the prediction length is 9 days. However, the accuracy
of model predictions inevitably decreases as the length of the prediction increases; this is
also consistent with previous research [60]. The higher prediction accuracy obtained by
using fewer key variables for training also reflects that deep learning can overcome the
limitations of numerical weather prediction [61,62]. Xu et al. [26] have demonstrated that
deep learning methods can efficiently process time series, while our study takes spatial
factors into account, making the prediction of drought more scientific. The training data
for the model contain non-meteorological parameters, which also has some limitations.
Non-meteorological parameters enhance prediction accuracy, but they are calculated from
meteorological parameters and are not independent.

Although the experiment used these as key variables affecting drought, it does not
mean that the other variables have little influence on drought. Temperature changes can also
have a significant impact on drought conditions [63]. We also tried to add variables such as
temperature and wind speed for training; the results were stable, but the optimal solution
was not obtained. We need to note that a single increase in predictors does not necessarily
improve model performance [19]. Dikshit et al. [64] mentioned that exploring the effects
of different meteorological elements in drought prediction can improve the accuracy of
predictions. The purpose of this study is to make timely and effective predictions of short-
term drought; this contributes to a timely response by policy makers, farmers, and other
stakeholders [65].

In our study, we calculated mean values for the SAPEI within the FHR basin to produce
labels for our model. While this approach provides an overview of the drought situation
in the study area, it also presents a challenge of weakening extreme values that could
significantly impact the overall analysis. In addition, predictor selection plays an important
role in drought prediction [25]. Our study takes into account the influence of the spatial
environment; in addition to natural factors, the impact of human activities on climate
change should not be ignored. Combining the impact of multiple factors will allow us to
refine our model, contributing to the development of better disaster prevention strategies.

5. Conclusions

Our study utilized a deep learning method to predict drought in the FHR basin on
a daily scale. Our methodology takes into account the effects of multiple meteorological
elements and spatial scales on drought. The results of the study show that the prediction
accuracy of the model decreases with increasing prediction lengths. As can be seen in
Table 4, the NSE of the prediction results reaches 0.922 when the prediction length is 1 day,
but the accuracy of the model decreases when the prediction length increases. The long-
term prediction of the model did not reach a high level of confidence in terms of the KGE.
However, previous studies have also demonstrated that this is an acceptable phenomenon.

It is concluded from our study that for predicting drought in the FHR basin, EXP4,
which used the important variables affecting drought as network inputs, obtained a better
result compared to EXP10. We used relatively little data to obtain better predictions.
Capturing the characteristics of several important variables that affect drought allows the
model to make more effective predictions. This reduces computational costs significantly
compared to traditional numerical weather prediction methods [62].

The model is able to capture fluctuations in SAPEI and predict heavy drought events
in advance, which effectively mitigates the losses caused by natural disasters. Timely
access to drought-related early warning information is key for early warning institutions
to select adaptation strategies [66]. Therefore, this research has important implications in
drought prevention.
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